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DRBOB0CT1

The Russians launched their Sputnik I in October of

1957* It is the mistaken idea of many that this event

started the movement to improve the science and mathematics

in our schools.

It was no secret that the mathematics offered in our

schools did not meet the needs of our modern society, for

as early as 1951 the University of Illinois Committee on

School Mathematics started their study of secondary school

mathematics. In 1955 the Commission on Mathematics was

formed to study the training needed by our mathematic

teachers, and the same year the Ball State Experimental Pro-

gram was launched.

The fact that these studies and programs were in

progress before Sputnik is evidence that Sputnik was not

the reason for the study and change which resulted in the

Modern Mathematics programs.

Space Missiles are only symbols of the great
explosion of the twentieth century of scientific know-
ledge. One of the most important factors contributing
to this explosion is the revolutionary advance in both
the development and the use of mathematics.

1

Kenneth £• Brown, "Improved Programs in Mathematics
Require Inservice education for Teachers," The Mathematics
leacher , 54:85-90, February, 1961.



PURPOSE OF TRri 3TUDI

This study was designed to obtain information con-

cerning the status of modern mathematics programs in the

Jtate of Kansas, opecifically the purposes were to:

1. determine the extent to which modern mathematics

is being offered.

2. Ascertain the training of the teachers in modern

mathematics.

3. Determine the forces motivating the change.

4. Discover how long modern mathematics has been in

the curriculum and the method by which it was

introduced.

5. Discover at what grade levels Modern Algebra I

and II and Modern Geometry are placed in the

curriculum.

PHOCBOTHES FOLLOWED IN PROBLEM

In this study the term modern mathematics will be

used in reference to the concepts and methods of presenting

concepts in mathematics recommended by 3tudy Groups and

national or University Committees as best satisfying the

needs of our modern society.

To obtain the information presented in this study a

questionnaire consisting of twenty-five items was sent to
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the seventh, comprehensive high schools listed in the Kansas

educational Jirectory , 1965-64 , and to fifty-six junior

high schools within these systems. The questionnaires were

sent to a maximum of three feeder Junior high schools for

any one comprehensive high school system.

There were a total of 126 questionnaires distributed.

Ninety-five, or 75 «4 per cent, were answered and returned

for compilation. There was no follow-up made on the origi-

nal mailing, since schools had been assured of anonymity.

After the returns were compiled six more completed question-

naires were reoeived, but they were not included in this

report.

Although the questionnaires were mailed to the prin-

cipals of the high schools and junior high schools, two

letters were included, one addressed to the principal and

the other to the mathematics teacher selected by the prin-

cipal to aid in answering the questionnaire. The question-

naire was mailed to the principals of the schools for two

reasons, one as a courtesy to the administration and the

other to assure that the questionnaire would reach the per-

son best qualified to answer the questionnaire. Copies of

the letters and of the questionnaire can be found in

Appendix a.

The questionnaires were answered by mathematics

teachers, principals, and curriculum directors. There were
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indications that most of the questionnaires were completed

by mathematics teachers, since most of the persons who

requested summaries were mathematics teachers.

The data were analyzed, presented, and summarized

in the report.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There has been much study, discussion, and writing

about the mathematics curriculum; and these studies, dis-

cussions and writings have been an important factor in the

modern mathematics curriculum. Modern mathematics does not

consist of any startling new concepts, but only concepts

that have been known by mathematicians for many years.

ixoise stated:

We should, at the outset, understand that methods
and spirit of modern math does not mean recently dis-
covered theorems. The program recommended by the
commission did not include in grade 9-11 a single
topic that was not well understood in the year 1800. 1

The change in our school mathematics was brought

about by a number of important changes in our modern society,

and by our fast changing economy. This fact was recognized

by many of our mathematicians. Brown has said,

2fot only are new requirements being placed on mathe-
matics in the fields of physics, chemistry, and

^dwin Moise, "The New Mathematics Program," The
educational Digest , 28:28-31, September, 1962.



engineering, but in other fields mathematics is being
put to new and even more astonishing uses*

The biologist is applying mathematical theory to the
study of inheritance; industry is using mathematics in
scheduling production and distribution; the social
scientist is using ideas from modern statistics; the
psychologist is using mathematics of game theory.

1

Because of newer uses of mathematics it has been

necessary for mathematics teachers to place stress on areas

of mathematics different than the areas formerly taught.

There is much more to mathematics than Just problem solving,

and the modern mathematics was planned to meet this need.

Brown stated:

The role of mathematics is not only to grind out
answers to engineering problems, but to produce mathe-
matical models (prototypes) that forecast the outcome
of social trends and even the behavioral changes of
the group. Such important new uses and interpretations
of mathematics require that students have a program
with a greater depth than classical programs designed
for nineteenth-century education.

2

i?rom the preceding statement one can readily under-

stand the need for the change in our mathematics curriculum.

The questions which had to be answered were "What changes

need to be made in the mathematics curriculum?" and "At

what grade level should these changes be made?" llacduffee

stated:

Kenneth £. Brown, "Improved Programs in rlathematics
require Inservice Education for Teachers," The Kathematics
Teacher , 54:85-90, February, 1961.

2Ibid.



There is little question in the minds of all of us
regarding what we want to accomplish. Ve wish to bring
the modern point of view into the high school and the
first year of college. a cannot afford to discard
the basic theorems in the traditional subjects

—

arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry and the
calculus—but this standard curriculum should be
modernized to include something of logic, set theory,
and possible topology and abstract algebra. The
debatable questions concern how much this new material
should be stressed and how fast it can be presented.!

The above quotation is in agreement with the pro-

posals of the College Entrance Examinations Board's Com-

mission on Mathematics as stated by Hlavaty:

The Commission formulated and proposed a nine point
program for college-capable students:

1. Jtrong preparation, both in concepts and in
skills for college mathematics at the level of
calculus and analytic geometry.

2. Understanding of the nature and role of deduc-
tive reasoning—in algebra; as well as in
geometry.

3. Appreciation of mathematical structure—for
example properties of natural, rational, real
and complex numbers.

4. Judicious use of unifying ideas—sets, variables,
functions and relations.

5« Treatment of inequalities along with equations.

6. Incorporation with plane geometry of some co-
ordinate and space perception.

7. Introduction in grade eleven of fundamental
trigonometry—centered on co-ordinates, vectors,
and complex numbers.

0. C. Iiacduffee, "Mathematics Curriculum in ler-
spective," The Mathematics Teacher, 52: 265-67 > ^.pril, 1959*
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8. emphasis in grade twelve on elementary functions.

9. recommendation of additional alternatives units
for grade twelve: either introductory proba-
bility with statistical application or an intro-
duction to modern algebra.^

Inclusion of l odern mathematics in the curriculum

created the new problem of determining who would teach the

new mathematics. It has been shown previously that there

were really no new concepts for mathematicians involved,

but instead there was a new emphasis. However, for teachers

who were not mathematicians, some of the concepts were new.

Because of the change in emphasis and possible new con-

cepts, teachers had to be trained to teach the modern mathe-

matics. The problem as stated by ^dler was:

There is now a vigorous movement underway to re-
examine and modify the teaching of mathematics. The
answered proposal of this movement is to bring the
teaching of mathematics up-to-date by taking into
account the changes that have taken place in mathemat-
ics.

2

The National Science foundation has been very active

in helping to retrain some of the mathematics teachers by

providing inservice opportunities for the teachers of

mathematics and science. The Foundation has provided

financial support for the Academic Year Institutes, Jummer

Julius H. Hlavaty, "Mathematics in Transition,"
The Hathematics Teacher , 52: 265-6? , April, 1959-

p
Irving Adler, "The Changes Taking ilace in Ilathe-

matics,' 1 The iathematics Teacher, 55:44-1-51, October, 1962.
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Institutes, and Inservice Institutes. These institutes have

been supported by the National Science Foundation since the

mid 1950* s.

mother one of the problems which was included in

the study, concerned the courses and where they should be

placed in our mathematics curriculum. The mathematics

courses and the sequence of these courses have long been

points for differences of opinion among mathematics

teachers. Host teachers agree that geometry should logi-

cally follow Algebra I in the mathematics curriculum, but

teachers 1 opinions as to the type of advanced mathematics

courses which follow geometry and the sequence of these

courses varied widely in the different school systems.

A study to determine the sequence in which the

courses were placed in the mathematics curriculum was made

in thirty-six large cities in the United States. In this

study iurns and Prazier reported the following:

A definite placement pattern has evolved for first
year algebra and plane geometry, ^ven though this
pattern is not universally followed, there appears to
be a clear requirement that at least one year of
algebra is basic to achievement in plane geometry and
that plane geometry is prerequisite to a full under-
standing of most advanced mathematics courses.

There is no uniform pattern of sequence for the
advanced mathematic courses.!

-ichard F. Burns, and Alexander Crazier, "Sequence
and iange of High School Mathematics," The Mathematics
i'eacher , 50:562-66, December, 1957

•
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She work that has been done by the study groups and

committees on mathematics has forced the schools to awaken

to the problems that face them in their mathematics cur-

riculum. There is much to be done before we find the final

product, if there i3 such an answer, in our ever changing

modern society, noise expressed his doubts by saying:

1 cannot believe that anybody has found the final
answer to any of our problems. I cannot even believe
that such final answers exist. But the progress made
in the past few years form the basis of a long overdue
revolution in matnematical education, and I am con-
vinced that even better work is soon to come.l

.julto 01 \m

Cne hundred twenty-six questionnaires on modern

mathematics were distributed and of these ninety-five, or

75 •^ per cent, were answered and returned for compilation.

The responses to item 1 of the questionnaire showed

that seventy-four, or 77*9 per cent, of the responding

schools had modern mathematics in their curriculum. The

remaining twenty-one, or 22.1 per cent, indicated they did

not have modern mathematics in their curriculum. Therefore,

these twenty-one questionnaires were excluded from any

further consideration in the tabulations for this report.

The answers given to item 2 of the questionnaire

^dwin hoise, "The New ixathematics irogram," The
education Jigest , 26:28-31, September, 1962.
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revealed that the largest single influence motivating the

change to modern mathematics was the mathematics teacher.

Table I shows that in twenty-five, or 32*8 per cent, of

the schools the mathematics teachers were the sole influ-

ence in the change to modern mathematics. In thirty-six,

or 4-6.8 per cent, of the schools the mathematics teacher

together with the school supervisory personnel were respon-

sible for the change; therefore, the mathematics teacher

was involved in a total of sixty-one, or 82.6 per cent, of

the schools in planning the change in the mathematics cur-

riculum. Table I shows that the supervisory personnel with-

out the influence of the mathematics teacher were respon-

sible for the change in nine, or 12.2 per cent, of the

schools. There were two, or 2.7 per cent, of the schools

where a mathematics committee was responsible for the

change to modern mathematics.

Item 3 of the questionnaire asfced, "Was an outside

pressure group responsible for the change to modern mathe-

matics?" ;in overwhelming sixty-nine, or 93 • 2 per cent,

replied, "iSo." The five, or 6.8 per cent, who replied,

"xes" were requested in item 4 to cite the group most

responsible for the change to modern mathematics. Jolleges

were cited in three, or 4.1 per cent, of the questionnaires

as the reason for the schools changing their mathematics

curriculum. In one, or 1.4 per cent, the National Science
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TABLb 1

PSBSOIS PRmUOLI RB3P0HSIBLE VflfAXIMQ B
CHANGE ! UHUi HAHDBtt IICS

1 amber
Persons responsible of ler cent

teachers

Mathematics teacflers alone 25 33*8

Supervisory personnel fc mathematics teachers
Principal of senior high school and

mathematics teacher 10 13*5
Curriculum directors and mathematics

teachers 6 8.1
Superintendent of schools and mathematics

teachers 4 5*4
Superintendent, principal, curriculum
director and mathematics teacher . . • . 4 5*4-

Mathematics supervisor and mathematics
teacher 3 4.1

Principal of junior high school, curricu-
lum director and mathematics teacher 3 4.1

Superintendent, principal of senior high
school and mathematics teacher 2 2*7

Principal of junior high school and
mathematics teacher • . • • 2 2.7

Superintendent, curriculum director and
mathematics teacher 1 1.4

Coordinator of mathematics, principal of
senior high school and mathematics
teacher 1 1.4

Total 36 48.8

Supervisory personnel without mathematics
teacher
Head of mathematics department 3 4.1
Principal of junior school 2 2.7
Curriculum director 2 2.7
ouperintendent of schools 1 1.4
Principal of junior high school and

curriculum director 1 1.4

Total 9 12.3

Mathematics committee 2 2.7
College mathematics faculty 1 1.4
None listed 1 1.4

Total of all personnel 74 100.4
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foundation Institutes were responsible for the change; also,

one, or 1.4- per cent, school indicated that it was a combi-

nation of influences from colleges and publications that

was responsible for the change to modern mathematics.

From the responses to item 5 it was found that the

School Mathematics Study Group (3K3G) was the greatest

influence on the modern mathematics curriculum. The extent

of the influence of this group and other groups and com-

mittees is shown in Table II. In fifty-four, or 73.0 per

cent, of the schools the SKSG was the most influential fac-

tor in the change to modern mathematics; also, in nine or

12.2 per cent, the SHSG was cited in conjunction with one

or more study groups or committees as the influencing

factor. Thus the 3II3G was cited by sixty-three, or 85 • 2

per cent, of the schools as having influenced their change

to modern mathematics, ^hile the University of Illinois

Committee on School Iiathematics (UIC3K) influenced only

two, or 2.7 per cent, of the schools to introduce modern

mathematics into their curriculum.

To determine the school years in which modern mathe-

matics was introduced into the mathematics curriculum, item

6 was included in the questionnaire. The responses to item

Note: This abbreviation is commonly used in litera-
ture and will be used throughout this report, as will the
abbreviations for other well-known groups.
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TABLii II

jtuji groups or oomhim jhich infll
.,iS HATH^HATICo CU.iuICULUMo

Study groups or committees
Number

of
schools

Per cent

School Hathematics Study Group 3HSG . . .

ochool Hathematics otudy Group in conjunc-
tion with other study groups
School Hathematics otudy Group and Col-

lege entrance examinations Boards
Commission on Mathematics

ochool Hathematics Study Group and
University of Illinois Committee on
->chool Mathematics •••••

ochool Hathematics otudy Group Boston
College Hathematics iroject, and
College Entrance examination Board's
Commission on Hathematics

School Mathematics otudy Group and Ball
jtate Teachers College Experimental
Project

Total

University of Illinois Committee on
School Hathematics (UIC3H)

National Trends in Hathematics
Publishers of text books
No reason given
Combination of study groups, publishers

and national trends

54 73.0

3 4.1

3 4.1

2 4.1

1 4.1

9 12.2

2
2
3
3

2.7
2.7
4.1
4.1

1.4
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6 are tabulated in Table III. As early as the 1956-57

school year, one school introduced modern mathematics into

its curriculum. ince this period, the number of schools

introducing modern mathematics each year has remained

fairly constant.

From the tabulations of the answers to item 7 we

find the most popular method of introducing the modern

mathematics into the regular mathematics curriculum has

been on an orderly progression basis, that is by starting

at one grade level and advancing modern mathematics with

this group of students as they move through the school

system. Table IV shows that the method most frequently

used for introducing modern mathematics into the curriculum

was to introduce modern mathematics in the seventh grade

and progress through the system with this group. Eighteen,

or 24.3 per cent, of the schools used this method. There

were seventeen, or 23*0 per cent, of the schools which

introduced modern mathematics into the curriculum at all

levels the same year. A total of nine, or 12.2 per cent

started their modern mathematics program with Algebra I and

progressed with this group. There were seven, or 9.4 per

cent, schools where the modern mathematics program was

started on two levels, seventh grade and Algebra I in ninth

grade, and progressed through the school system with both

groups.
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TABLE III

IBAiio IN VHICH -

XtTIiODUCiJD ItfTo ULUM

>caool year introduced 'schools x er cent

1956-57

1958-59

1959-60

1960-61

1961-62

1962-65

1965-64

1 1.4

5 4.1

9 12.2

19 2..,

18 24.3

10 15.5

14 18.8
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TABLE IV

KBTHGD hi WHICH H
INTRODUCED IJJTL CUHHIOULOM

lie thod of introducing modern math '™Sf, ler cent" schools

Seventh grade and progressed with this
group

All levels the same year

Algebra I and progressed with this
group

oeventh grade and Algebra I and pro-
gressed with these groups .

Seventh and eighth grades and pro-
gressed with these groups

G-eometry

accelerated group . •

eighth grade and progressed with this
group •

oenior Mathematics

algebra II

Algebra I and Algebra II .......
oeventh grade, eighth grade and

Igebra I

eighth grade and Algebra I

18 24.3

17 23.0

9 12.2

7 9-4

4 5.4

4 5.4

4 5.4

2 2.7

2 2.7

2 2.7

2 2.7

2 2.1

1 1.4
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The results of item 8 showed that in the 1963-64-

school year there were 292 teachers teaching modern mathe-

matics in the schools which responded to the questionnaire.

~ioiae schools had only one teacher in the modern mathematics

program, while other schools had as high as tv/elve teachers

in their modern mathematics courses.

Table / shows how the teachers obtained their train-

ing in modern mathematics. 3ome of the 292 teachers

received their training through more than one method; there-

fore, this accounts for the difference between the total

number of teachers associated with the way they received

their training in modern mathematics. Table V indicates

that 154, or 37*1 per cent, of the teachers obtained their

training in inservice institutes. There were 168 teachers,

or 4-0.5 per cent, who obtained their training in modern

mathematics by National Science Foundation Summer Insti-

tutes. There were 120, or 28.9 per cent, of these teachers

who attended Summer Institutes in the universities and col-

leges in the State of Kansas, while forty-eight, or 11.6

per cent, attended Summer Institutes in universities or

colleges in other states. There were forty-five, or 10.8

per cent, who obtained their training in a regular or sum-

mer semester at a university or college. The National

Science foundation has been of great value to the teachers

in obtaining their training in modern mathematics. A total



SABLE V

HODS US£D BI EBaCHSRS TC OBTAIH Til

TRAINING IN MODERN MATHEMATICS

18

Method training obtained

Inservice Institutes .

National science foundation Summer
Mathematics Institutes in Kansas . .

National Science Foundation summer
Mathematics Institutes other than
in the state of £ansas

Regular Summer School

Regular Sollege semesters . .

oelf study by teachers

Saturday classes in colleges

Correspondence courses . . .

j lumber of
teachers Per cent

154 37.1

120 28.9

48 11.6

42 10.1

35 8.4

10 2.4

5 1.2

1 0.2
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of ~bl2 or 76.6 per cent, teachers have attended institutes

sponsored by the National Jcience Foundation.

Table VI shows the number of semester hours of col-

lege credit the teachers have in modern mathematics. .There

were 110, or 37*7 per cent, of the teachers who had six or

less hours of college credit in modern mathematics, '^hile

there are sixty-seven of the teachers, or 22.9 per cent who

had sixteen or more hours of college credit. The remaining

115 teachers, or 59*4- per cent, had between seven and fif-

teen hours in modern mathematics.

Item 11 through 17 were in reference to the per cent

of students and the placement of Algebra I and the same

information on geometry in an accelerated mathematics pro-

gram. The word accelerated was not defined in the question-

naire. It was assumed that respondees would interpret the

word as meaning the placement of mathematics topics earlier

in the curriculum than their traditional placement. The

responses to item 19 of the questionnaire indicate that

seventy-two, or 97»8 per cent, of the schools first offer

Algebra I, in their regular mathematics curriculum, at the

ninth grade level; while the responses to item 12 of the

questionnaire indicated that twenty-one, or 4-7.7 per cent,

first offered iilgebra 1 in the accelerated program at the

ninth grade level. From the assumed definition of acceler-

ation there would be some question as to the validity of
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TAKU VI

ICMBEfi OF HCXJHS OF COLLEGE Ci^DI*r3 OBTAII.
XI ,M HATHEHA5ICS BY I

Hours of college credit "teachers Ier Cent

to 2

3 to 6

7 to 9

10 to 12

13 to 15

16 to 20

Above 20

43 14.7

67 23.0

58 19.9

28 9.6

29 9.9

24 8.2

43 14.7
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the section on the accelerated program.

The responses to item 11 of the questionnaire showed

that forty-four, or 59. 5 per cent, of the schools had an

accelerated program, while thirty, or 4-0.5 per cent, schools

did not offer an accelerated program.

The answers to item 12 of the questionnaire pertained

to the grade level at which Modern Algebra I was first

offered in the accelerated mathematics program. There was

only one, or 2.5 per cent, of the schools which offered

hodern .^l^ebra 1 at the seventh grade level, while seventy-

two, or 50.0 per cent, schools started the program in the

eighth grade. The remaining twenty-one, or ^7*7 per cent,

of the schools first offered their accelerated mathematics

program at the ninth grade level.

The answers to item 13 of the questionnaire indi-

cated the per cent of students in the accelerated Algebra I

program. Table VII shows that there were sixteen, or 36.4

per cent, of the schools which had from 11 to 20 per cent

of their students in the accelerated Algebra I program.

There were twelve, or 27«2 per cent, schools which had from

1-10 per cent of their students in accelerated algebra I.

The remainder of the schools varied from 3 per cent to 100

per cent of students in the accelerated program as shown in

Table VII.

The responses to item 14 show that eighteen, or
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Ti,BLU VII

. GENT OF PUPILS IN 2KB ACCELERATED
ECS PROGRAM

i er cent of students

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81-99

100

Number of ler cent
schools of schools

2 27.2

6 36.4

2 4.6

6 13.6

2 4.6

2 4.6

1 2.2

1 2.2

0.0

2 4.6
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40.9 per cent, of the schools that offered an accelerated

Algebra I course, first offered geometry at the tenth grade

level in their accelerated program. I'here were fifteen,

or 34.1 per cent, schools which first offered the acceler-

ated geometry program at the ninth grade level. The

remaining eleven or 25»0 per cent, of the schools did not

offer an accelerated geometry program.

The answers to item 15 of the questionnaire showed

the per cent of students in the accelerated geometry course.

even, or 25»0 per cent, of the schools which offered an

accelerated Algebra I progreja didn't offer an accelerated

geometry program. There were eight, or 8.2 per cent, of

the schools which had 11 to 20 per cent of their students

in the accelerated geometry program as shown in Table VIII.

There were ten, or 22.8 per cent, of the schools which had

1 to 10 per cent of their students in the accelerated geome-

try program while six, or 13*6 per cent, of the schools

were represented in one of two groups, either 21 to 30 per

cent or 31 to 4-0 per cent of their students were in the

accelerated geometry program.

The responses to item 16 indicate that thirty-one

>

or 93*9 per cent, of the thirty-three schools which had

the accelerated geometry program, offer plane and solid

geometry as a combined course.

The responses to item 18 indicated the names of the
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TABLB /Ill

CIS II 4CC iU .

GEOMETRY MATiffiKATICo PROGRAM

Per cent of students

Wone

1-10 ,

11-20

21-30 i

31-40 -

41-50

51-60 ,

61-70 ,

Number of Per cent
schools of schools

11 25

10 22.8

8 18.2

6 13.6

6 13.6

1 2.2

1 2.2

1 2.2
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text books used in Algebra 1. The text book most coiumonly

used, as indicated in Table II, was hodern algebra . Book I

by Jolciani. There were twenty, or 27.0 per cent, of the

schools using this text book in their Lodern ora I

classes, .fourteen, or 18.9 per cent, of the schools indi-

cated they used hodera algebra 1, by ..ichols in their

^l^ebra I classes. A x'irst Jourse in .-i.l£ebra » the text

book prepared by SMSG, was used in eleven, or 14.8 per cent,

of the schools. The three text books listed above are the

most popular, but there were ten other text books, as indi-

cated in Table IX, being used by the schools in algebra I.

The replies to item 19 of the questionnaire indi-

cated that seventy-two, or 97«2 per cent, of the schools

first offered algebra I in their regular mathematics cur-

riculum at the ninth grade level. There was one, or 1.4

per cent of the schools starting algebra I at the eighth

grade level, and the same number first offered algebra I in

their regular mathematics curriculum at the tenth grade

level.

The answers to item 20 of the questionnaire indi-

cated that hodera .-.lgebra and Trigonometry 3ook II by

Dolciani was used in nineteen, or 25 • 7 per cent, of the

schools. This and other texts used in advanced mathematics

have been shown in Table X. A second Jourse in ^JL^ebra,

the text book prepared by the SMSG, was used in nine, or
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TABLE IX

TEXTBOOKS US^D IN ALGEBRA I

Alsebra textboo* Author *g^g ^ff.^
Modern algebra, Houghton-

Book I Dolciani Mifflin, 1962 20 27.0

Modern Algebra I . . Nichols Holt, 1961 14 18.9

A First Course in Yale University
algebra 3HSG Press, 1961 11 14.8

Algebra I, A Modern
Course Vannatte ttirrill, 1962 5 6.7

Modern Mathematics, oilver Burdett,
Algebra I . . . . iiusskopf 1962 4 5.4

Algebra I leters & Van Uostrand,
Schant 1961 4 5.4

Algebra, First Prentice Hall,
Course Mayor 1961 2 2.7

Algebra, Its Big
Ideas and Basic McGraw-Hill,
Skills, Book I . . Henderson I960 3 4.1

nlgebra, Book I
modern ^.ctitin . . ..elchons Ginn, 1962 2 2.7

Discovering Struc-
ture in Algebra. . Grossnickle Holt, 1962 1 1.4

Modern Algebra, Addison-Wesley,
First Course . . . Johnson 1962 1 1.4

Contemporary Algebra Harcourt,
Book I Smith Brace, 1962 1 1.4

No Modern Algebra I 6 8.1
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KABL1 ..
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algebra textbook author Publisher No. of
copyright schools

ier
cent

Modern algebra and
trigonometry,

Dolciani
Houghton-
Mifflin, 1963 19 25-7

A Second Course in
ISO

Yale University
Iress, 1961 9 12.2

Algebra Book II,
Modern edition • . Welchons Ginn, 1962 6 8.1

Modern Algebra,
Second Course . . Johnson

Addison- ,'esley,

1962 3 4.1

Contemporary Algebra
and Trigonometry . Griswold Holt, 1961 5 6.7

Principles of
Hathematics . . .

Ho given
author LcGraw-Hill 1 1.4

lgebra, Second
Mayor

Prentice Hall,
1961 2 2.7

yeeks Ginn, 1962 2 2.7

.il^ebra, Its Big
Ideas and Basic
Skills, Book II . Henderson

McGraw-Hill,
I960 1 1.4

A Second Course
in Algebra .... Mailory Singer, 1962 1 1.4

Algebra iVo, A
Modern Course • . Vannatte Merrill, 1962 4 5.4

No Modern Algebra II
classes 21 28.3
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12.2 per cent of the schools; while algebra Book II Modern

edition by Jelchons was used in six, or 8.1 per cent of the

schools. There were eight other text books used in the

Modern Algebra II curriculum as indicated in Table a.

There were fifty, or 6?.6 per cent of the schools

which first offered algebra II, in their regular mathe-

matics curriculum, at the eleventh grade level. This was

determined by the answers to item 21 of the questionnaire,

oix, or 8.1 per cent of the schools offered Algebra II at

the tenth grade level. There were twenty-three, or 24.3

per cent of the schools which did not offer a Modern

algebra II course in their curriculum.

The answers to item 22 of the questionnaire indi-

cated that there were fifteen, or 20.2 per cent of the

schools which used Modern Geometry by Jurgensen in their

regular geometry classes. The text books used in geometry

have been shown in Table XI. There were ten, or 13 .5 per

cent, of the schools which used the text book prepared by

SttSG, as their text book for geometry. Modern Geometry by

Henderson, and Contemporary Geometry by ochacht were each

used in five, or 6.7 per cent of the responding schools.

There were five other text books used in the regular geome-

try class as indicated in Table XI.

The responses to item 23 of the questionnaire indi-

cate that forty, or 54.1 per cent, of the schools offered
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TABLL XI

TEXTBOOKS UoED IN MODERN SBOHETHI

Geometry textbook Author t^ii?
1^?* copyright

Kodern Geometry Houghton-
. . . Jurgensen ifflin, 1963

Modern Geometry LcGraw-Hill,
. . . Henderson 1962

Contemporary
Geometry ochacht Holt, 1962

Geometry lale University
SM3G Press, 1961

I lane Geometry Houghton-
. . . Morgan Mifflin, 1963

Plane Geometry . . . elchons Ginn, 1961

Plane Geometry and
Supplements . . . Hart Heath, 1959

Geometry, A Unified
Course Goodwin Merrill, 1962

Geometry Pehr Heath, 1961

Ho modern Geometry
classes

No. of Per
schools cent

15 20.2

5 6.7

5 6.7

10 13-5

3 4.1

3 4.1

4

1

1.4

5.4

1.4

27 36.5
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a combined Flane and oolid Geometry course in their regular

mathematics curriculum; while fifteen, or 20.2 per cent of

the schools offered Plane and 3olid Geometry as two separ-

ate courses. The remaining nineteen, or 25 • 7 per cent did

not answer this item.

There were fifty-four, or 73 »0 per cent, of the

schools which first offered geometry in their regular mathe-

matics curriculum, at the tenth grade level. This was indi-

cated in the results of item 23 of the questionnaire. Two,

or 2*7 per cent of the schools first offered geometry in

their regular mathematics curriculum at the ninth grade

level. The remaining 18, or 24.3 per cent did not answer

this question.

In response to item 25 » there were sixty-one, or

81.1 per cent of the schools which requested a summary of

the report; while thirteen, or 18.1 per cent of the schools

did not request a summary.

Of the twenty-one responding schools, which did not

have modern mathematics in their curriculum, there were

six, or 28.6 per cent of the schools which requested a

summary. The remaining fifteen or 71 -^ per cent did not

request a summary. Therefore, of the ninety-five of the

responding schools sixty-seven or 70.6 per cent of the

schools requested a summary.
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une hundred twenty-six questionnaires on modern

mathematics were distributed to seventy comprehensive high

schools and to fifty-six selected Junior high schools with-

in these systems. There were ninety-five of the question-

naires completed and returned for compilation; of the

ninety-five returned there were seventy-four, or 77*9 per

cent, which had modern mathematics in their curriculum.

Of the seventy-four scaools which had modern mathe-

matics in their curriculum, one school had introduced

modern mathematics as early as the 1956-57 school year.

The greatest upsurge in popularity occurred in the school

years of 1960-61 and 1961-62. During this period 50 per

cent of the schools introduced modern mathematics into

their curriculum. Jince this period the number of schools

introducing modern mathematics into their curriculum has

been fairly constant.

The persons which motivated the change to modern

mathematics were primarily the mathematics teachers. In

twenty-five, or 33*8 per cent, of the schools the mathe-

matics teachers were the sole motivating influence. The

mathematics teachers, either alone or working with super-

visory personnel, were involved in a total of sixty-one, or

82.6 per cent, of the schools in making the change to
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modern mathematics*

SUSG was the study group which had exerted the

greatest influence on our modern mathematics curriculum.

The SHSG was cited, either solely or in conjunction with

the other study groups or commissions, by sixty-three, or

85.2 per cent, of the schools as the group which had the

most influence on the modern mathematics curriculum.

With the introduction of modern mathematics into the

curriculum there was also introduced a problem of teacher

training. Modern mathematics did not contain any new con-

cepts to mathematicians, but to the mathematics teachers

there was a need for further training in many cases. The

National Science Foundation provided the means by which the

majority of the teachers obtained their training. There

were 154-* or 37»7 per cent, of the teachers who received

training through the inservice institutes, and 168, or 40.5

per cent, who received training in National Science Founda-

tions Summer Mathematics Institutes. These institutes were

supported by funds furnished by the federal government.

^ven with the work of the National Science Founda-

tion there still remains a problem in teacher training in

modern mathematics, since 110, or 37 • 7 per cent, of the

teachers, who were teaching modern mathematics, had six or

less hours of college credit in modern mathematics.

Not only has the National Science Foundation helped
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teachers return to school for mathematics training, hut

they have supported study groups in preparing subject mat-

ter for our mathematics curriculum. These study groups

have in turn influenced the authors and publishers of our

mathematics text books. The most popular text book used

by the schools surveyed was liodern algebra 1 by Jolciani.

There were twenty, or 27»0 per cent, of the schools using

this text book in their Algebra I classes. The SMSQ alge-

bra text books were used in eleven, or 14.8 per cent, of

the schools, fourteen, or 18.9 per cent, of the schools

used hodern algebra I by Nichols in their Algebra I classes.

In Algebra II the most popular text was modern

-.l?:ebra and 'Trigonometry Book II by Dolciani. This book

was used in nineteen, or 25»7 per cent, of the schools. _

second Course in ^l^ebra , the text book prepared by 3WSG,

was used in nine, or 12.2 per cent of the schools; while

>q^ebra Book II modern Edition by ielchons was used in six,

or 8.1 per cent, of the schools.

In geometry the most popular text book was Modern

Geometry by Jurgensen. This book was used by fifteen, or

20.2 per cent, of the schools. The text book prepared by

3MSG was used by ten, or 13.5 per cent, of the schools in

their geometry classes, hodern Geometry by Henderson, and

Contemporary Geometry by ochacht were each used in five, or

6.7 per cent, of the responding schools.
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The responding schools were in accord in regard to

the offering of algebra I at the ninth grade level; seventy-

two, or 97 • 2 per cent, of the schools had algebra I at that

grade level. There were fifty, or 67 • 6 per cent, of the

schools who first offered Algebra II at the eleventh grade

levels while fifty-five, or 73«0 per cent, of the schools

offered geometry at the tenth grade level.

In this report it has been shown that modern mathe-

matics is increasingly being added to the curriculum in

the schools of Kansas. Attendant to this addition have

been problems of scope, sequence, and teacher preparation,

^odern mathematics curriculum is more demanding than the

traditional curriculum; therefore, if the trend determined

by this report continues, then schools may expect to encoun-

ter increased problems in its implementation.
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Paola, Kansas
October 8, 1963

I am making a study of the extent to which modern
mathematics is being taught in the comprehensive high
schools in the state of Kansas. This study is under the
immediate supervision of Dr. J. Harvey Littrell, Associate
Professor, School of Education, Kansas State University.
It is felt that the information gained by this study can
be of real value to administrators as well as mathematic
departments

.

I would appreciate it if you would give this ques-
tionnaire to a member of your mathematics staff who would
best know the mathematics program in your high school.

Sincerely yours,

Blenard C. Wilson

BCW:cp
Encl. questionnaire



Paola, Kansas
October 8, 1963

Dear Mathematics Teacher

:

For the past three years Kansas State University, in
conjunction with the National Science Foundation, has

sponsored summer institutes devoted to improving the pre-
paration of secondary school mathematics teachers. The
courses are designed to prepare the teacher to handle the

Modern Mathematics. As a former member of the institute,

I am interested in determining just what is being done in
the state of Kansas in Modern Mathematics.

This study, under the immediate supervision of Dr, J c

Harvey Littrell, Associate Professor in the School of
Education at Kansas State University, has the following
purposes : to determine the number of comprehensive high
schools offering modern mathematics in their curriculum;
to ascertain the training of the teachers in the modern
mathematics; to determine the forces motivating the change;
to discover how long modern mathematics has been in the
curriculum as well as how it was introduced into the
curriculum; to discover at what grade levels Modern Algebra

1, 2, and Modern Geometry are placed in the curriculum; and
to determine the degree from the traditional the curriculum
has digressed. This survey is being conducted in all the
comprehensive secondary schools in the state of Kansas =,

It is not necessary to identify yourself on the ques-
tionnaire unless you wish to receive a summary of the results
of this study. Please return the completed questionnaire in
the enclosed self-addressed envelope.

Sincerely yours.

41

Blenard C. Wilson

BCW:cp
Encl. .'questionnaire
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A Study of the Modern Algebra 1, Modern Algebra 2, and Modern Geometry offered
in the Comprehensive High Schools in the State of Kansas.

Definition — In this study, the term Modern Mathematics
will be used in reference to the concepts
and methods of presenting concepts in mathe-
matics recommended by Study Groups and
National or University Committees as best
satisfying the needs of our modern society.

Examples — A. School Mathematics Study Group (SM3G)

B. University of Illinois Committee on
School Mathematics (UICSM)

C. College Entrance Examination Board's
Commission on Mathematics

1 . Does your mathematics curriculum contain modern mathematics courses?
1.1 Yes

1 1.2 No

If your answer is "no", you do not need to proceed with this questionnaire.
Please return the questionnaire in the self-addressed, stamped envelope provided,

If your answer is "yes", please answer the following questions.

General Information

2. Which person or persons were primarily responsible for motivating the

change to modern mathematics?

Check one or more of the following:

2.1 Superintendent of Schools 2.1

2.2 Principal of Jr. High School 2.2
2.3 Principal of Sr. High School 2.3
2.4- Curriculum Director 2.1+

2.5 Mathematics Teacher 2.5
2.6 Others (Please list) 2.6

2.7
2.8
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3. Was an outside pressure group responsible for the change to modern
mathematics?

3.1 Yes

3.2 No

4. If your answer to number three is "yes", what group was instrumental
in motivating the change?

4.1 Parents Teachers Association 4.1

4.2 Pressure from colleges 4-.

2

4.3 Public Opinion 4*3
4.4 Others (Pleast list) '

. .

4.4
4.5

5. What study group or committee had the most influence on your modern
mathematics curriculum?

5.1 School Mathematics Study Group 5.1

(SM3G)

5.2 University of Illinois Committee 5.2
on School Mathematics (UICSM)

5.3 College Entrance Examination 5.3
Board's Commission on Mathematics

5.4 Ball State Teachers College 5.4
Experimental Project

5.5 University nf Maryland Mathematics 5.5
Project

5.6 Others (Please list)

5.6
5.7

6. What school year was modern mathematics introduced into your
curriculum?

6.1 1959-1960 6.1
6.2 1960-1961 6.2
6.3 1961-1962 . 6.3
6.4 1962-1963 6.4
6.5 1963-1964 6.5
6.6 Others (Please list)

6.6
6.7
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7. How was the new mathematics introduced into your regular mathematics
curriculum?

7.1 Seventh grade and progressed with this 7.1

group
7.2 Algebra 1 and progressed with this 7.2

group
7.3 At both Seventh grade and Algebra 1 7.3

and progressed with these groups
7.4- In all levels the same year 7 .4
7.5 In other methods (Please explain)

7.5
7.6

8. How many teachers do you have teaching modern mathematics?
(Please give number) 8.1 _______

9. How did the teachers obtain their training in modern mathematics?

Number of teachers
9.1 Inservice Institutes 9.1

National Science Foundation
Summer Mathematics Institutes

9.2 (In Kansas) 9.2
9.3 (In other states) 9.3
9.4- Regular Summer School 9.4-

9.5 Regular College Semesters 9.5
9.6 Others (Please list)

9.6
9.7

10. The number of hours of college credit your teachers have in modern
mathematics

.

Hours of Credit Numbers of teachers

10.1 3 to 6 10.1

10.2 7 to 9 10.2

10.3 10 to 12 10.3
10.4 13 to 15 10.4
10.5 15 to 20 10.5
10.6 above 20 10.6
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Accelerated Program Information

11

.

Do you have an accelerated mathematics program for your gifted
students?

11.1 Yes
11.2 No

If your answer was "no", please go to question § 18; if your answer
was "yes", answer questions 12-17 and then proceed to -,'; 18.

12. At what level do you offer Modern Algebra 1 in this program?

12.1 Seventh grade 12.1

12.2 Eighth grade 12.2

12.3 Ninth grade 12.3
12.4 Others (Please list)

12.4
12.5

13. What per cent of the pupils in the grade level are in Modern
Algebra 1?

13.1

14. At what grade level do you offer Modern Geometry in your
accelerated program?

14.1 Eighth grade 14.1

14.2 Ninth grade 14.2

14.3 Tenth grade 14.3
14.4 Other (Please state)

14.4

15. What per cent of the pupils in the level checked are in Modern
Geometry Grade?

15.1

16. Is Geometry a combined Plane Geometry and Solid Geometry in your
accelerated program?

16.1 Yes
16.2 No
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17. At what grade level do you offer Modern Algebra 2 in your accelerated
program?

46

17.1 Ninth grade
17.2 Tenth grade

17.3 Eleventh grade

17.4 Other (Please state)

17.1

17.2
17.3

17.4.

Algebra 1_ Information

18. Please check the text book or books you use in Modern Algebra 1, and if you
use more than one, please explain in space provided.

Algebra 1_ Text Book Author

18.1 Modern Algebra—First Course Johnson
18.2 Algebra I Haydcn
13.3 Algebra Book One Modern Edition Welchons
18.^ Contemporary Algebra Book One Smith
;3.5 New First Algebra Hart
'8.6 Algebra, Course I, Second Edition Fehr
18.7 Modern Elementary Algebra Nichols

i 8 , 8 Modern Algebra Book One Dolciani
18.9 Algebra One, A Modern Course Vannatta
18.10 Algebra, Its Big Ideas and

Basic Skills Book I Henderson
18.11 Modern Mathematics , Algebra I Rosskopf
18.12 Algebra in Easy Steps with

Modern Units Stem
18.13 Algebra—First Course Brown
18.14 Others ( PIeast list)

Publisher Copywrite

Addis on-Wesley 1961

Allynand Bacon 1961

Ginn 1962
Harcourt, Brace 1962
Heath 1962
Heath 1962
Holt 1961

Houghton-Mifflin 1962

Merrill 1962

McGraw-Hill 1960
Silver Burdett 1962

Van Nostrand 1961

Laidlaw 1963

18.1

18.2 "

18.3 "

18.4
18.5
18.6

"

18.7
"

18.8
"

18.9 [

18.10
18.11]

18.12
18.13"

18.14

Please explain here if more than one Modern Algebra I text book is used in
your program.
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19* On what grade level is Algebra I first offered in your regular mathe-
matics curriculum?

47

19.1 Ninth grade
19.2 Tenth grade
19.3 Other (Please list)

19.1

19.2

19.3

Algebra 2 Information

20. Please check the text book or books you use in Modern Algebra 2, and if
more than one is used please explain in space provided.

Algebra 2 Text Book Author

20.1 Modern Algebra-Second Course Johnson
20.2 Algebra Book 2 Modern Edition Welchons
20.3 -New Second Algebra Hart
20.4- Contemporary Algebra and

Trigonometry Griswold
20.5 Modern Algebra and Trigon-

ometry Book 2 Dolciani
20.6 Algebra, Its Big Ideas and

Basic Skills, Book 2 Henderson
20.7 Algebra-Second Course Brown
20.8 Others (Please list)

Publisher - Copywrite

Addis on-Wesley 1962 20.1
Ginn 1962 20.2"

Heath 1962 20.3]

Holt 1961 20.4_

Houghton-Mifflin 1963 20.5_

McGraw-Hill 1960 20.6
Laidlaw 1963 20.7~

20.8"

Please explain here if more than one Modern Algebra 2 text book is used
in your program.

21 . On what grade level is Modern Algebra 2 first offered in your regular
mathematics curriculum?

21 .1 Ninth grade
21.2 Tenth grade
21.3 Eleventh grade
21 .4. Other (Please list)

21.1
21.2
21.3
21 .A
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22. Please check the text book or books used in your Modern Geometry
classes.

Author Publisher - CopywriteGeometry Book Title

22.1 High School Geometry
22.2 Geometry
22.3 Plane Geometry
22.4. Contemporary Geometry
22.5 Geometry Plane and Solid
22.6 Modern Geometry
22.7 Geometry, A Unified Course
22.8 Others (Please list)

23. Do you offer a combined Modern Plane and Solid Geometry course for
students other than those in the accelerated program?

23.1 Yes

23.2 No

24.. On what grade level do you first offer Modern Geometry in your
regular mathematics curriculum?

Keniston Ginn 1960 22.1
Fehr Heath 1961 22.2
Morgan Houghton-Mifflin 1963 22.3
Schacht Holt 1962 22.4
Brown Laidlaw 1962 22.5
Henderson McGraw-Hill 1962 22.6
Goodwin Merril 1962 22.7

22.8

24-. 1 Ninth grade
24.2 Tenth grade
24-.

3

Eleventh grade
24.4. Other (Please list)

24.1
24.2
24.3
24.4

25. Do you wish to receive a summary of the results of this study?
25.1 Yes
25.2 No

If so, please print your name and address on the lines provided below.

Thank you for completing the questionnaire. Any future correspondence
pertaining to this study should be addressed to:

Blenard C. Wilson
602 East Kaskaskia
Paola, Kansas
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List of schools to which the questionnaire was
mailed in order of appearance in .

. » ..JUG :1

JIa.J . ,r 1963-64.

^bilene High School
ilene Junior High School

Labette County Community nigh School
^ockansas City High >chool
Arkansas City Junior High school
.xtchinson High School
.tchinson Junior High School
justa High ->chool

.ugusta Junior High School
iner Spring School

Huhler High School
Campus High school
Chanute High School
3haxrate Junior High School
Jicicinson County Community nigh School
Soffeyville High School
Coffeyville Junior High School
Thomas County Community High School
Columbus Hural High School
Derby High school
Carlton Junior High School
Derby Junior High School
Dodge City High School
Dodge City Junior High School
El Dorado High School
El Dorado Junior High school
-llinwood High school

;oria High School
Emporia Junior High School
Fort ocott High School
Fort Scott Junior High ichool
Garden City High ichool
Garden City Junior High School
Sirard .iural High School
Harrison Junior High School

osevelt Junior High School
Great Bend uural High School
Hays High school

;oton High School
Hutchinson High School
Central Junior High School

oerty Junior High School
Sherman Junior High ichool
Independence High school
Independence Junior High ochool
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Iola High ochool
Iola Junior nigh. ..School

Junction City High ochool
Junction City Junior Sigh School

^entine nigh school
^osedale High ->chool
.nner High School
^ndotte High ochool
atral Junior Hi /aool

..crtheast Junior High ochool
northwest Junior High School
ivinginan school
Lakin High school
Lawrence nigh school
Central Junior High school

st Junior nigh ochool
. orth High School

Leavenworth Junior High ochool
xiberal High school

atral Junior nigh School
.est Junior High School
ahattan xligh School
nhattan Junior High School
] herson nigh ochool
d herson Junior High ochool

Neodasha High school
fton High School

Ohisholni Junior nigh ichool
oanta Fe Junior High School
olathe High school
ulathe Junior nigh School
Ottawa High school
~ttawa Junior High ichool
Paola High school
Parsons nigh School

rsons Junior nigh ochool
littsburg nigh School
Lakeside wunior nigh ochool
Pratt High school
j,ratt Junior High ochool
-ussell ?oiral High School
-iussell Junior ochool
^alina High School
Aoosevelt Junior nigh School
^alina South Junior High School
ocott Sity Junior High school
jcott Jounty Soiaiaunity nigh ochool
^eaman nigh School
^thern Hills Junior High ochool
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jhawnee i.issions ~ast High ochool
ohawnee i:issions Jorth High oChool
.awnee . is.;ions /est High Jchool

Jroadmoor Junior High Jchool
llcrest Junior High Jchool

Indian iiills Junior -iiwh Jchool
Joutheast ^ural HJ :>hool

aland a.ark High ochool
Topeka High Jchool
ropeka vest Jchool
Boswell Junior nigh ochool

per Junior nigh ochool
Jardine Junior Hish Jchool
burner High ochool
.-.as:.burn High School
Washington High ochool

rowhead Junior nigh jchool
Goronado Junior High Jchool
Wellington High ichool
. ellington Junior High school
;ichita iast chool
..ichita neights High Jchool
"ichita north High ^chool
, ichita oouth nigh ochool
.ichita Joutheast High school

3 liita .vest High ochool
Curtis Junior aigh ochool
Marshall Junior High ochool
i.eade Junior High ochool
Hoosevelt Junior High Jchool
.jinfield High Jchool
^oosevelt Junior and oenior High Jchool
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rhe purposes of this study were (lj to determine the

extent to which modern matriematiC3 is being offered; (2)

to ascertain the training of the teachers in modern mathe-

matics; (5) to determine the forces motivating the change;

(4; to discover how long modern mathematics has been in

the curriculum and the method by which it was introduced;

and (5) to discover at what grade levels iiodern Algebra I

and II and Modern Geometry were placed in the curriculum.

ae hundred twenty-six questionnaires on modern

mathematics were distributed to seventy comprehensive high

schools and to fifty-six selected Junior high schools within

these systems. There were ninety-five of the questionnaires

completed and returned for compilation; of the ninety-five

returned there were seventy-four, or 77 • 9 per cent, of the

schools which had modern mathematics in their curriculums.

rhe persons who motivated the change to modern mathe-

matics were primarily the mathematics teachers. In twenty-

five, or 33»G per cent, of the schools the mathematics

teachers were the sole motivating influence. The mathe-

matics teachers, either alone or working with supervisory

personnel, were involved in sixty-one, or 82.6 per cent, of

the schools in making the change to modern mathematics.

Of the seventy-four schools which had modern mathe-

matics in their curriculum, one school had introduced

modern mathematics a3 early as the 1356-i>7 school year.
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The greatest upsurge in popularity occurred in the school

years of 12&G-61 anu 1)61-62. aring this period 50 per

cent of the schools introduced modern mathematics into their

curriculum. -since this period the number of schools intro-

ducing modern mathematics into their curriculums has been

fairly constant.

i'he most popular method of introducing modern mathe-

matics into the curriculum has been on an orderly progres-

sion basis , that is, by starting at one grade level and

advancing modern mathematics with this group of students as

they moved through the school system, eighteen, or 24.3

per cent, of the schools introduced modern mathematics at

the seventh grade level and progressed with this group.

There were seventeen, or 25.0 per cent, of the schools

which introduced modern mathematics into the curriculum at

all levels the same year. Ihere were seven, or 9*4 per

cent, of the schools where the modern mathematics program

was started on two levels, seventh grade and algebra I in

the ninth grade, and progressed with these groups. ^rine,

or 12.2 per cent, started their modern mathematics program

with algebra I and progressed with this group.

.ith the introduction of modern mathematics into

the curriculum there was also introduced a problem of

teacher training. Modern mathematics did not contain any

new concepts to mathematicians, but for the mathematics
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teachers there was a need for further training in many

cases. -he National science foundation, provided the means

by which the majority of the teachers obtained their train-

ing. There were 154, or 37-7 per cent, of the teachers who

received training through inservice institutes, and 168, or

4j.5 per cent who received training in National xience

foundations ^ummer Mathematics Institutes. /en with the

work of this group, there is still a problem in teacher

training in modem mathematics since 110, or 37«7 per cent,

of the teachers had six or fewer hours of college credit

in modern mathematics.

-ie responding schools were in accord in offering

l^ebra I at the ninth grade level, seventy-two, or

-37»2 per cent, of the schools had algebra I at this grade

level. There were fifty, or 67.6 per cent, of the schools

which first offered Algebra II at the eleventh grade level;

while fifty-five or 7>»0 per cent, of the schools first

offered geometry at the tenth grade level.

odern mathematics is increasingly being added to

the curriculums in the schools in Kansas, attendant to

this addition have been problems of scope, sequence, and

teacher preparation. A modern mathematics curriculum is

more demanding than the traditional curriculum, therefore

if the trend continues, schools may expect to encounter

increased problems in its implementation.




